THURGOOD MARSHALL SCHOOL OF LAW

SUMMER 2021 Booklist
Accelerated (Turbo)

Immigration LAW 855-Professor Nguyen
Title: Understanding Immigration Law and Practice
(Aspen College Series)
Author: Gansallo & Bernstein-Baker
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454850380

REGULAR SUMMER COURSES
ELECTIVE COURSES

HEALTH -LAW 787 –Professor Keener
Title: Health Care Law and Ethics
Author: Hall\Bobinski\ Orentlicher
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-807-3550711

Mock Trial LAW 828 –Professor Adams
Title: Modern Trial Advocacy and Practice
Author: Lubet, Steve, and Koser
Edition: 2014
Publisher:
Required: Required
Mock Trial LAW 828 –Professor Adams
Title: Federal Rules of evidence with Objective
Edition: 15th
Publisher: Bocchino, et al (2020)
Required: RECOMMENDED

LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT LAW 924-PROFESSOR BULLOCK
Title: Professor will provide Materials

CREDITORS RIGHTS LAW 770-PROFESSOR LOPEZ
Title: TBA

ADVANCED LEGAL WRITING 807 SEC.1-PROFESSOR GREEN
Title: Legal Analysis :100 Exercises for Mastery
Author: Cassandra Hill & Katherine Vukadin
Edition: 2nd 2012
Publisher: Lexis Nexis
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-142248324X

ADVANCED LEGAL WRITING 807 SEC. 2-PROFESSOR Anga
Title: Legal Analysis :100 Exercises for Mastery
Author: Cassandra Hill & Katherine Vukadin
Edition: 2nd 2012
Publisher: Lexis Nexis
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1422483224
FAMILY LAW 804 SEC.1-PROFESSOR Walker
Title: Understanding Family Law
Author: Gregory Swisher, and Wilson
Edition: 4th
Publisher:
Required: Yes

ADVANCED TRIAL PRACTICE -COMPETITIVE MOOT COURT LAW
927 SEC.1-PROFESSOR SPENCER
TITLE: TBA

BUSINESS PLANNING LAW 871: Professor A. Jackson
TITLE: TBA

CIVIL TRIAL PRACTICE LAW 932-(BANKRUPTCY)-PROFESSOR JONES
TITLE: TBA

CRIMINAL EXTERNSHIP LAW 907- SEC 1-PROFESSOR J. THOMAS
TITLE: TBA

Criminal Externship-Juvenile Lifers without Parole-Professor Self-
LAW 907- SECTION 2- Professor will provide the Material

CIVIL Externship-Professor Dubose-LAW 908-Section 3-
Title: TBA
CRIMINAL EXTERNSHIP-INNOCENCE PROJECT LAW 907-SEC.3
PROFESSOR KUBIK
TITLE: WRONGFUL CONVICTIONs, CASE and MATERIALS
Author: Brooks, Justin
Edition: 3\textsuperscript{rd}
Publisher: Vandeplas
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1600422980

JUDICIAL EXTERNSHIP LAW 909- Professor Ledesma
Title: Pretrial, Aspen Coursebook
Author: Mauet, Thomas
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Required
ISBN-

Mock Trial LAW 927 –Professor Ledesma
Title: Point Well Made: Oral Advocacy in Motion Practice
Author: Nancy Vaidik, Rebecca Diaz -Bonilla
Edition:
Publisher: Nita
Required: Required
ISBN- 978-160-1566218

Employment DISCRIMINATION 759 –Professor Wilkins
Title: Employment Law Cases and Materials
Author: Rothstein
Edition: 8\textsuperscript{th}
Publisher: West Publishing
Employment Law 759- Professor Wilkins
Title: 2018 Supplement to Employment Law Cases and Materials

Texas Practice Law 903 – Professor Otero
Professor will provide materials

Financial Accounting for Lawyers-LAW 895 – Professor Aitsebaomo
Title: Account for Lawyers
Author: Mona L. Hymel
Edition: 5th Concise
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes

Seminar in Taxation: Tax Controversies-LAW 880– Professor Courtney. Hill
Title: Tax Controversies Practice and Procedure
Author: Leandra Lederman & Stephen W. Mazza
Edition 4th
Publisher: 
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-59941-672-4

Seminar: Digital Crimes and Torts -LAW 805– Professor Furnier
Title: TBA

Independence Research LAW 802 – SECTION 1-Professor SpearIt
Title: TBA